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Pafi 1: Answet lhefollowing qaestion

Question 1:

A concrete mix is required for a 1.0 m thick mat foundation. Design compressive strength of t20]
concrete is 20 MPa at 28 days. Slump value of concrete must be in between 100-150 mm.
Determine the first lab trial mix as per ACI volume method with information and necessary

tables (Tables 1-6) provided at the end.
i. Cement is ordinary Portland cement.
ii. A water reducing admixture (specific gravity 1.25) will be used so that you can reduce

l5olo water content. Recommended dose 800 ml per 100 kg cement
For first trial mix, three cylinders with ACI standard dimensions are cast. Assume 30% loss in
cylinder casting. Measured density and slump value offirst lab trial mix was found 2430

kg/m3 and 85 mm respectively when 0.4 kg additional water was mixed in excess ofthe
required water.

Part 2: Answer any 3(Thrce) out of4 queslions (2-5)

Question 2:

a. Describe the typical stress-strain response ofconcrete, steel reinforcement, rubber, l7l
CFRP, and glass.

b. Describe the functions of chief ingredients ofBrick. t5l
c. Explain the Field tests ofBrick. t3l
d. Explain the bulking ofsand. t3l
e. Distinguish between clamp burning and kiln burning ofbricks. 12)

Question 3:

a. What do you mean by hydration of cement? Write the hydration reactions of cement t5l
and discuss the morphology ofthe hydration product.

b. Write short notes on CEM I, CEM II A-M, CEM II B-M, CEM II A-L, and CEM II t5l
B-S cement as per BDS EN 197-l:2003.

c. Draw the flow diagram of cement manufacturing process. Also, draw a schematic t71
diagram of rotary kiln (used in cement manufacturing) and discuss the physical and

chemical changes that happen in the different zones ofthe kiln.
d. What are the functions ofgypsum in cement hydration? t3l



Question 4:

a. Classifu aggregates according to geological origin, size, shapes, unit weight and
texture.

b. Explain different moisture condition of coarse aggregate
c. What are the benefits of stone aggregate over brick aggregate in concrete construction

works?
d. Following sample of aggregates to be blended with the percentage shown. Calculate

the F.M ofblended aggregates.

Sieve Size
% passing

Assresate I Assresate 2
50 mm (2 in) 100 100

37.5 mm (1.5 in) 100 100

25.0 mm (l in) 100 100

19.0 mm (3/4 in) 100 100

12.5 nm (lD in) 100 99

9.5 mn (3/8 h) 100 89

4.75 mm (No.4) 99 24

2.36 mm (No. 8) 85 J

l.l8 mm (No. l6) 65 0

0.6 mm (No. 30) 38

0.3 mm CNo. 50) l5
0.15 mm (No. 100) 4

0.075 mm (No. 200) I
% by mass 65% 35o/o

Question 5:

Discuss the tlpes of bonds in brick masonry.
What are the differences between false and flash setting of cement?
Write short note on: (i) Malleability, (ii) Fatigue strength, (iii) Ductility, (iv) Creep.
What is efflorescence? What will happen if the bricks used in wall have significant
efllorescence?

t6l
tsl
t4l

tsl

a.

b.
c.
d.

t4l
13l

t8l
tsl



Part 3: Answer any 2from lhe following 3 questions (6 - 8)

Question 6:

Question 7:

Question 8:

d.

b.
c.

d.

a.

b.
c.
d.

a.

b.
c.

d.

Describe the factors controlling the workability of concrete.
Explain segregation, bleeding and laitance ofconcrete
What are the differences ofcube and cylinder concrete test specimen?
Write short note on curing ofconcrete

t8l
t6l
t3l
t3l

tsl
t6l
tsl
t4l

Classiff the cracks and show the locations of different cracks in concrete structure.
Discuss plastic settlement cracks and drying shrinkage cracks.
Discuss the causes ofconcrete deterioration.
Write down the differences ofdry and wet corrosion of steel.

What are the common tests ofconcrete durability? Briefly discuss. t5l
Describe the preservation techniques oftimber. t5]
Discuss the vulcanization ofrubber. What are the advantages of vulcanization? t5]
Write down the characteristics ofideal paint. t5l



Necessarv Tables for Ouestion No,1

Table l: Propenies ofFine Ag8regale

Table 2: Prcp€rties ofcodse Ags€gale

Table 3i Propenies of cement

Table4rACI recommended c ralio for nomal shength concrete

Table 5: ACI r€commended dry rodded bulk volume ofcoarse assegaleperunit volume ofconorete

Table6:ACI remmmended mixing water conienl for I mr ftesh concrcre

st. Unit

Bulk So€. ASTMCI2T 2.52

2 ASTMCI2T
ASTMCI2T

2.60
1.50 o/,

ASTMC29 1570
$nE annl.nr of FA in Laboratow 350 %

6 Fineness Modulus (FM) ASTMCt36 2.E0

st. Prope.ty Tesa Method Iii

Bulk SDeoifio Gravirv (oD basis) ASTM Cl27 262
2 ADDarcnt SDecific Gravity (OD basis) ASTM Cl27 2.68

ASTM CI27 1.00 %
4 Drv Rodded Unit Weisht ASTM C29 l5
5 Moishrrc contentofcA in hboraroa
6

sl. Unit

2 5 %
5 6/r

unirweisht 1400 kpln
100

Soecific CravitY of clinker 3.15

7 SD€oific GravitY of flv ash 2_40

Mean T.rset Strensth
MPa

6000 0.41

5000
400

l0 2
l4

FM of fine rpsresite
2.4 2.60 2.80 3.00

0. 0.48 0.46

12.5 0.59 057 0.55

l9 0.66 064 0_62 0.60

25 o.7 t 0.69 0.61 06
3?.5 0_15 0.73 0.71

50 0.78 0.76 o_74 0

75 0.E2 080 0.7 0.76

150 0.87 085 0. 08

M.r sire ofrss.esote (mD) t0 )o 40 50 70 150

Ynter in Lr n.r, m'con.rctc
25 ro 50 199 190 166 154 3

75 to 100 at6 20s g1 181 45 t24
l50 ro 175 228 2r6 105 t90 160

2_5 2 t5 0.3 0.2
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There are FOURTEEN(I4) questions in this paper. Answer any TEN(10) ofthe following questions.
Each question has equal marks.

l. Calculate area of members FC and CB in the truss shown below to cary an inclined force P of
550 KN. Given the allowable tensile stress 120 MPa and the allowable compressive stress 140

MPa.
550 KN

t
0.75m

+
0.75m

I

2. Determine the relative displacement ofpoint D from A for the elastic steel bar ofvariable cross
section shown below caused by the application of concentrated forces. Let E = 200 GPa. Also
draw the axial strain and axial displacement diagram.

Draw axial force, shear force and bending moment diagrams for the beam loaded as shown
below.

6 equal spaces at 0.75m=4.5m

4" dia 2oo k+ 2" dia <- 2oo k 4" dia

;-2,---_1-2m---f-2m 2*---l- t.s m--.]- r.s m--l



4. Draw axial force, shear force and bending moment diagrams for the beam loaded as shown
below.

B is an lnternal Hinge

rc,---+-_ s, _1_ s,__f-- 10,____-l

5. Derive the equations for the Shear force and bending moment for the beam loaded as shown
below. Also determine the shear force and bending moment at C.

2 klft

B
F r, --1- 10, ----F--- 15' -----+---- 10, --

6. Find the maximum tensile and compressive stresses acting normal to section A-A of the
machine bracket shown below caused by the applied force of 12 kips.

t2K

Section A-A

7. Calculate the maximum allowable load P in the simply supported beam loaded as shown
below, if the allowable compressive stress in the cross-section is 25 ksi and allowable tensile
stress 20 ksi.

1

I

H'

JL
Frz"---]

F---l
1.5'

L
1
12.s'

Cross Section

{...........,......_ 6' -----------+



A l0' cantilever beam as shown in the figure below carries a downward concentrated force of
5 kip. The composite cross-section of the beam is made of steel and timber. What are the
maximum flexural stresses in the steel and timber? [Giveq the modulus of elasticity ofsteel =
30,000 ksi, modulus ofelasticity oftimber = 1500 ksil.

5 kip steet f fr"

",",{ffi.f"
rl0'l

Fo'-l
Cross Section

9. Calculate (i) the flexural shear flow at Level 1-1 of the T-section joined as shown below ifthe
beam is loaded as simply supported. (ii) Calculate the spacing of0.75" bolts required at thejoint
to withstand this shear flow. (iii) Calculate the size of welds required at the joint. [Given:
Allowable shear stress = 15 ksi for both bolts & weldsl.

,l

tsc"1 .-a"1

10. (i) Calculate the maximum allowable load P in the simply supported beam loaded as shown below,
ifthe allowable shear stress in the cross-section is 12 ksi.
(ii) For this value ofP, draw the shear stress diagram over the section at support.

A

JLL
Frz,,__l

cross Section

11. (a) Derive the expression A= ff for axially loaded bar.

(b) Prove that in a cylindrical thin walled pressure vessel, longitudinal stress is one halfofhoop stress.



12. A cylindrical steel pressure vessel 500 mm in diameter with a wall thickness of 25 mm is
subjected to an intemal pressure of 5MPa. (i) Calculate the hoop and longitudinal stresses and
strains in the steel. (ii) To what value may the internal pressure be increased if the allowable
stress in steel is 100MPa.[Given: Modulus of elasticity of steel = 200 GPa Poisson's ratio =
0.251. (iii) Also write some possible reasons for failure of Pressure Vessels.

Calculate the maximum allowable force P for the connection shown below if the allowable

shearing, tearing and bearing stresses are 15,20 and25 ksi respectively.

l.0" diameter bolts (in 1.125" diameter holes)

:-
:-<-\ \o.75" thick ptates

(i) Calculate the maximum allowable value of P for the axially loaded member abc shown below

if the allowable stress in tension = 220 MPa and in compression = 180 MPa.
(ii) For the force P calculated in (i), determine the lengths of l0 mm u'elds to connect the members

ab and bc atjoint b.[Given: Allowable stress in shear = 200 MPa].

4@250mm.1000mm

Member obc

10mm thick welds

.,oint b

13.

14.

t
120 mm

T

I
180

T

T
180 mm

I

:ooii6o:io
o

o
o

12mm thick rectangular plates
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There are Eight Questions. Answer any Six. Figures in the right margin indicate marks.

1.

2.

(a) Find the amplitude,
sinusoid

phase, period, angular frequency and frequency of the (10)

u(t) - 16.or150r+60')

( 1s)

(12)

(b) Determine u, (t) in the following circuit.

20 cor(tlt - 153)

Circuit diagram for question l(b)

(a) Using nodal analysis, find u, and v2 in the following circuit.

3/O. A

Circuit diagram for question 2(a)

t;

l0 /454 y
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3.

E(l l0llc v

Circuit diagram for question 2(b)

(a) The cunent through a 0.lH inductor is i((t) = Lote-st A. Find the voltage (13)
across the inductor and the energy stored in it.

(b) For the following circuit, i(t) = 4(2 -e-10t) mA. If ,r(0) - -1mA, find: (12)

(a)tr(0) (b)v(t),v(t) andv2(t) (c) i1(t) andi2Q)

i4il
+

(b) Find /, in the following circuit using mesh analysis.

,"1

+ \-
4fi

Circuit diagram for question 3(b)

t2n

(13)

Page 2 of5

+

v

la

2/O'. A



4. (a) Find the rms value of the current waveform of following figure. If the current (13)

flows through a 9-O resistor, calculate the average power absorbed by the
resistor.

0 I I 3 4 5 6t
Circuit diagram for question 4(a)

(b) A series connected load draws a current i(t) - 4cos(100nt - 10")A when (12)

the applied voltage is u(f) = 120 cos(10drf + 20') V. Find the apparent

power and the power factor of the load. Deiermine the impedance, resistance

and inductance that form the series-connected load.

5. (a) Calculate vo in the following circuit using the superposition theorem. (13)

30 sin 5, V 2 cos 10, A

Circuit diagram for question 5(a)

i(t)
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(b) Find 1, in the following circuit using the concept of source transformation. (12)

4,/90" A

Io

ln

-rt4

Circuit diagram for question 5(b)

(a) Obtain cunent Io in the following figure using Norton's theorem. (t2)6.

4O/9aV

the maximum power.

12v

1 (a) If the voltage and

I
I

I

6r) 3fl 2Q d

-vvvi-

) 12rr i. (
I

)ro 1

b

Circuit diagram for question 6(b)
i

i

current at the terminals oda circuit are

v(t)-V*totTfr*tu,
i(t)=l^,,ot1 

'*tr..

5()
8a -j2Q

fr,
20r)

/l5 o

Circuit diagram for question 6(a)
i
1

I

(b) Find the value R1 for maximum power trarisfer in the following circuit. Find (13)

RL

(r2)

2o Jlo

10()

J4n
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8.

Show that, average power, f -)V*l^cos(Ou - 0i)

(b) State and prove Maximum Power Transfer Theorem.

(a) Find the value of I required to establish a magnetic flux
10-4Wb in the series magnetic circuit of following figure.

(13)

of 0-0.75 r (tA)

I
= 200

All crst steel

l---..*+ --- ja

Area (throug[ou1)
= l-5 x l0{ mr

r Air gap

(I) = 0.r5 x l0-+ wb

I

!"Lso1, = l0O 4 l0-3 m
/t. -= 2 x l0-'nt

l

Figure for question 8(a)

Required B-H table

(b) Show that the equivalent capacitance of series-connected capacitors is the

reciprocal ofthe sum of the reciprocals of individual capacitances. (7)

Page 5 of 5

B(T) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

H(At/m) 100 160 200 230 280 340 4t0
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There are Six Questions. Answer any Four. All questions are ofequal value (4 x 25)

1 . What was permanent settlement? What were its objectives?

2. Briefly describe the reforms of Pandit lshwar Chandra Vidyasagar.

3. Why did Lord Curzon partition Bengal in 1905? How did the Muslims and Hindus react?

4. Describe the background and reaction of Lahore Resolution.

5. Describe the first phase and significance of Language Movement.

6. Explain the Slx Poirts of Awami League.
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There are SIX questions. Answer ANY FOUR (4x25)

L Define social stratification. Briefly state the characteristics of social stratification. What

are the major types ofsocial stratification? Distinguish caste system from social class.

3+3+4+15

2.

3.

What are the major types ofsociological research? Discuss any two of them. 5+20

Define culture and civilization. Show the differences between culture and civilization.
t0+t5

4. Define economic institution. Discuss different economic phases ofhuman history.
5+20

5. Define political institution. What are the types ofgovernments? Discuss with examples.

5+5+1 5

6. Define social disorganisation. What are the causes and factors ofsocial disorganisation in

Bangladesh? Discuss. 5+20
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N.B.: Answer 6 questions taking any 3 questions from each Section. Figures in the right
margin indicate the marks ofthe respective questions.

Section- A

l. (a) Define basis and dimension of a vector space. Write down the standard basis and

dimension of Ra , Pa and Mo-o .

(b) Let W be the subspace of R5 spanned by the vectors (1,-2,0,0,3),
(2, 5,-3, -2,6). (0,5, 15, 10,0) and (2,6, 18,8,6). Find a basis and dimension of
W.

(a) Let s and r be the linear operators ofR2 into R2 defined by
S(r, v) = (3u+2v,-6u+v) and T(u.v)=(2u+v,u -v).

Find (i) (.!r)(a, v) (ii)S'](r,v)

(b) State dimension theorem. Find the rank and nullity of the matrix

(t i r 2 i)
Ir 4 ] r 4lA i I and rerifi the dimension theorern.l2 I -t 7 111l138r-7-8)

3. (a) Define the kernel and the image of a linear transformation. Let 7 : Ra -' Rr be a
Iinear transformation defined by

T(x, y, s,t) =(r-.y+r+t. x+2s-t.x+y+3s 3l).
Find a basis and the dimension ofthe kernel of r and the image of r.

(b) Determine a basis and the dimension for the solution space of the homogeneous
system of equations

2x, +2x., -- Jj * x, = Q

-Jr -x: +2x. -3x, +J5 =0
x, + -r, - 2x, -.r, = 0

Jrr + ir4 1- x5 :0
1. (a) Define eigenvalues and eigenvectors and write the characteristic equation of a 15

matrix. Determine the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors ofthe matrix

(r' ')A-lr 2 rl
I t t 4)

(h) (t 4) t0
State Cayley-Hamilton theorem and r erify this theorem lor the matrix .4 

[o 1)

also using the theorem find l-1.

l2

l3

l0

l5

l5

l0
l



5. (a) For the following frequency distribution tablq calculate mean, median and mode. l0
Weekly rent

(in $)
200-400 400-

600
600-800 800- I 000 I 000- I 200 1200-1400

No. of persons
paying the

rent

6 9 t4 20 t5

Variable 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80

Frequency 12 30 65 1 25 l8
llthe total frequency is 229 and median value is 46 then using the median formula.

fill up the rnissing frequencies and calculate the mean ofthe completed table.

6. (a) What is variance and standard deviation? Compute the standard deviation tbr the following

frequency distribution.

Mass in Kg 60-62 63-65 66-68 69-71 72-14
No. of students 5 l8 42 2',7 8

(b) Fronl the following data ofage ofemployees. calculate coefficient ofskewness and

comments on the result:

Age below (yrs) 2t 30 35 40 45 50 55

No. of ernployees 8 20 40 65 80 92 100

7. (a') The followrng table gives the age and blood pressure of i0 patients:

8. (a)

Compute the coelficient ofcorrelation between the age and blood pressure.

A student takes his examination in four subjects A, B. C and D. He estimates his clrances of
passing in A as 4/5, in B as 3/4, in C as 5/6 and in D as2l3.To qualifo. he must pass in B and

at least two other subjects. What is the probabiliry rhat he qualifies?

The probability that a contractor will get a plumbing contract is 2/3 arrd the probability that

he will not get ar electric contract is 4/9. Ifthe probability ofgetting at leasl one contract is

3/5. what is the probability that he will get both?

\I'hat do you know about binomial distribution and Poisson distribution? The overall

percentage of failures in a certain examination is 20. tf six candidates appear in the

examination, what is the probability that at least five pass the examination?

A die is thrown 8 times and it is required to find the probability that 3 will show

(i)'Exactly 2 times (ii) At least seven times (iii) At least once.

(c)

15(b)

13

12

t5

t0(b)

t0(b)

10

Age (yrs) 56 42 36 47 49 42 60 12 63 55

Pressure 147 125 lt8 128 I45 140 r55 160 t49 150

The End
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